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ABSTRACT

The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory has conducted field and

laboratory tests to investigate the effort required to remove partially embedded

objects from cohesive seafloor soils. This work is intended to aid in proper

selection of elements for Navy salvage and rescue operations. This report pre-

sents the results of the tests and an analysis of the results. Procedures are given

for use by field engineers in predicting forces required to remove objects imme-

diately and in estimating times required when lesser forces are applied. The

accuracy of the force prediction procedure is about plus or minus 50%;. the

accuracy of the time prediction procedure is about plus or minus 1 00%. These

accuracies are comparable to those usually attainable with other time-dependent

soil mechanics problems and should be acceptable for typical object retrieval

operations.
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INTRODUCTION

General

Objects either partially or completely embedded in soil often require

forces greater than their own weight to dislodge them. This additional force

requirement, termed the breakout problem, enters into the planning and exe-

cution of many Navy undersea operations. Among these are the salvage of

sunken vessels and ordnance, the retrieval of bottom-sitting devices or struc-

tures, and the use of embedment anchors. In each of these cases, it would be

desirable to be able to predict in advance the magnitudes of these breakout

forces so that the elements of the operation would be selected and used

appropriately.

The overall problem of breakout is very extensive. However, it is

possible to divide it into several subprobiems which are less broad and, there-

fore, simpler to study. Division can be made along lines of object embedment

depth, soil type, and nature of breakout operation.

A convenient division point for the object embedment depth is the

smallest lateral dimension of the object (width). If the object is embedded by

an amount greater than its width, breakout usually occurs through failure of

the soil above the base of the object. This is the principle of embedment anchor

utilization. If the embedment depth is less than the object width, the breakout

force problem is mainly concerned with factors below the object base. This

latter case will be referred to in this report as the breakout of partially embed-

ded objects.

Soil can be roughly divided into two general types: cohesive and

cohesionless. Cohesive soils (clays) are very fine grained and relatiygjy imper-

vious to water flQwTcoTiesfoh less soils (sands) are coarse grained and very

permeable. Shallow breal<'6u"t from cohesionless soils generally requires only

-'Very little force in addition to the object weight. The breakout force required

with cohesive soils, however, may be substaotjal.

TheTiature of the breakout operation can be separated into aided and

unaided breakout. Unaided breakout involves solely a direct upward pull on

the embedded object; aided breakout includes the performance of other activ-

ities in addition to direct pull. Included are water jetting, excavation beneath

the object, and rolling of the object prior to force application.



This report will consider only unaided breakout of partially embedded

objects from cohesive seafloor soils. Breakout of embedment anchors^' ^ and

aided breakout of partially embedded objects-^-^ are considered elsewhere.

The results presented in this report are intended to serve as a guide to deter-

mine whether aiding is necessary, and, if not, the effort required for unaided

breakout.

Background

Breakout Testing at NCEL. After the loss of the USS Thresher, the

Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) initiated a 3-year program to study

breakout forces as a part of the Deep Submergence Systems Project (DSSP).

The specific objective of this program was to develop procedures for predict-

ing forces required to rescue or salvage sunken vessels such as the Thresher.

Unaided breakout of partially embedded objects from cohesive soils was the

main area of investigation. During the first year of this program, large-scale

field tests were conducted at the Naval Ordnance Test Station, Seal Beach,

ocean bottom simulation facility. Various objects, several shaped somewhat

like submarines, were placed in a highly heterogeneous clayey silt obtained

from nearby borrow areas. The objects were subsequently broken out, and

the time and force required were measured. An unsuccessful attempt was

made to correlate the experimental results through use of fluid mechanics

principles. A major problem involved in making any correlation of these data

was found to be the heterogeneity of the soil. It was impossible to assign any

consistent series of parameters to the soil being tested. The value of these ini-

tial tests was the opportunity they provided to view the breakout mechanism

directly. The tests also provided an opportunity to study the effects of lifting

an object from one end rather than from its center of mass. This was apparently

effective in reducing the required breakout force.

^

During the second year of the DSSP breakout test program, field tests

were conducted in about 30 feet of water in San Francisco Bay near the San

Francisco Naval Shipyard at Hunters Point. Objects were partially embedded

in the bottom soil and then lifted free. The required breakout forces were

provided by a counterweight mounted on a moored barge. Each test consisted

of first applying a specified uplift force to a partially embedded object and then

measuring the upward displacement of the object as a function of time. Some
of the soil properties were obtained from laboratory tests on core samples and

also from in-situ shear tests conducted with a diver-held vane device. An
empirical equation which related the soil shearing characteristics to the

breakout force—time behavior was constructed.^



Also during the second year of the program, a computer model based

on elastoplastic theory was developed for analyzing the breakout problem.

The model was formulated in such a way that the force required for essentially

instantaneous breakout could be related to the object geometry, embedment

depth, and soil shear strength. No time characteristics were considered.^

During the third and final year of the DSSP breakout program, field

tests were conducted in 100 feet of water off the Louisiana coast in the Gulf

of Mexico. The same objects used in the San Francisco Bay tests were partially

embedded in the bottom soil and then removed by using inflated pontoons to

provide the required forces. The upward displacements of the objects as func-

tions of time after force application were measured in several of the tests.'

During the latter portion of the third year of the program, small-scale

laboratory tests were conducted at NCEL. These involved placing small objects

in a tank containing disturbed cohesive soil obtained from nearby marsh areas.

An uplift force was applied, and the total time required for breakout was mea-

sured. Intermediate object displacements were not measured.'

After the experimental testing, a report describing the tests and list-

ing the test results was prepared.' This report included an empirical equation

relating breakout force, breakout time, object geometry, soil strength, and time

in place before force application. The correlation was not sufficient for pre-

dicting breakout forces with an acceptable degree of accuracy in field

operations.

In FY-70 (fiscal year 1970), an analysis of the previous partially

embedded object breakout test results was conducted under the sponsorship

of the Naval Facilities Engineering Command. This analysis led to the recom-

mendation that additional small-scale laboratory tests were needed to better

define the breakout problem. These were conducted in the NCEL Seafloor

Soils Laboratory during FY-71 and included approximately 90 tests performed

under carefully controlled conditions. The test results have been incorporated

into a general framework, discussed in later sections of this report.

Test Work Done Outside NCEL. At least two organizations besides

NCEL have conducted unaided breakout tests involving objects partially

embedded in cohesive soil. The Southwest Research Institute conducted a

series of such tests within a 90-inch-diameter pressure vessel. The results were

considered preliminary and were not analyzed in detail. The authors concluded

that the breakout force is a function of object size, soil type, and in-situ time

and is not a function of the hydrostatic pressure.^

The Lockheed Missiles and Space Company performed a large number

of breakout tests in a reservoir near Santa Cruz, California, and in a test bin

filled with San Francisco Bay mud. The tests were begun by placing such

objects as 55-gallon oil drums and scale models of the Navy's DSRV (Deep



Submergence Rescue Vehicle) into cohesive soil at either the reservoir or test

bin sites. The objects were allowed to remain in place for varying times and

then broken out either by rapidly increasing the uplift force until the occur-

rence of breakout or by applying a smaller force and measuring the time

required for breakout. The results were presented in the form of regression

equations relating breakout force to object embedment depth. These were

given for different object shapes and in-situ times. No attempt was made to

derive general equations which could be extrapolated to situations other than

those investigated. It was concluded, however, that embedment depth is a

significant parameter in determining the required breakout force.^

Marine Salvage and Offshore Petroleum Industry Operations.

Documented evidence relative to the problem of freeing objects from the

seafloor is limited. A "mud suction" force is often mentioned in the litera-

ture of marine salvage operations, but no measurements of such forces seem

to have been made. In the offshore petroleum industry, it is often necessary

to extract large mat foundations from the seafloor soils. In some cases, the

forces required have been measured, but these are difficult to analyze because

the mat embedment depth is generally not known and the lifting process is

usually accompanied by water jetting beneath the mat. A good review of the

breakout problems associated with marine salvage and offshore petroleum

industry operations is provided by two NCEL reports.^-

^

Objectives

The objectives of this report are:

1

.

To present the results of NCEL breakout tests.

2. To provide an analysis of these data.

3. To recommend practical techniques for use by field

engineers in estimating the effort required to break out

partially embedded objects from seafloor soils.

TEST PROGRAM AND RESULTS

As discussed in the Background section, NCEL has conducted five

series of tests to investigate the unaided breakout of partially embedded

objects. They are:

1. FY-66 Seal Beach field tests

2. FY-67 San Francisco Bay field tests



3. FY-68Gulf of Mexico field tests

4. FY-68 laboratory tests

5. FY-71 laboratory tests

Because the soil at the Seal Beach facility was so heterogeneous, the

results were inconsistent and conflicting. The Seal Beach tests, therefore, will

not be considered further in this report.

The specific procedural details of the field tests at San Francisco Bay

and Gulf of Mexico and the FY-68 laboratory tests are given by two earlier

NCEL reports.^'' The procedures followed in the FY-71 laboratory tests are

given in Appendix A of this report. The procedures followed in all of these

test series can be generalized by these steps:

1

.

The first step in the performance of a breakout test is the

placement of the object into the cohesive soil medium. In

the field tests, this was accomplished by merely placing the

objects on the soil surface and allowing them to settle under

their own weight. In the laboratory tests, the objects were

pressed onto the soil to predetermined embedment depths.

The objects used in the various tests are listed in Table 1

.

2. The second step is a waiting period during which the soil

around the object may regain some of the strength lost

during penetration and also during which objects may con-

tinue to settle. In the San Francisco Bay field tests and

FY-68 laboratory tests, the objects were unsupported dur-

ing this period. In some of the Gulf of Mexico field tests,

a constant upward force on a line attached to the object

was applied during the waiting period. In all of the FY-71

laboratory tests, an upward line force approximately equal

to the object weight was applied so that no further settle-

ment would occur during the waiting period. This was

done to maintain the embedment depth as an independent

variable. The length of the waiting period will be identified

in this report as t^ and the total upward line force applied

to the objects during this period as Fg^. (A foldout

NOMENCLATURE, after the REFERENCES, gives a

complete list of symbols.) The embedment depth at the

end of this period will be identified as D.

3. The third step is the application of the breakout force. In

the NCEL tests, this included as many as three different

phases:



a. During the first phase of all of the field tests

and some of the FY-71 laboratory tests, the,

upward line force on the objects was increased

gradually until either breakout occurred or a

predetermined value was reached. For the

remaining laboratory tests, the first phase

consisted of a more or less instantaneous

application of the predetermined line force.

b. If breakout did not occur during the first

phase, a second phase was begun during

which the line force was maintained at a

constant value for an indefinite period of

time. Breakout usually occurred at some

point during this phase, with the length of

the time period varying between a few seconds

and several weeks.

c. During a few of the field tests, there was

also a third phase (after the waiting period

of the second phase), which involved a fur-

ther increase in line force to the point of

breakout. This was done whenever it

appeared that the test would otherwise

extend into the night.

To develop an analysis of these data, it is necessary to reduce the

number of pertinent variables to a minimum. This can be done by describing

the load application portion of each test by two quantities, a breakout force

and a breakout time. In this report, the breakout line force, F^^,, will be taken

as that line force applied at the end of the first phase of loading (or throughout

the second phase for those tests which continue into the second phase). The

breakout time, t^^, will be taken as the length of the second (constant line

force) phase of loading plus one-half of the length of the first (variable line

force) phase during which the line force exceeds the buoyant weight of the

object.

The third phase of loading will be ignored because the results of tests

which included a third phase would be too complicated to analyze otherwise.

Instead, those tests with a third phase will be considered as tests in which break-

out did not occur under a line force, Fg^,, applied for a period, t^^, as defined

above.
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A general compilation of the results fronn the San Francisco Bay and

Gulf of Mexico field tests and the FY-68 and FY-71 laboratory tests is given

in Table 2. Some of the terms require further definition as follows:

B — The smallest lateral object dimension (width). For

spheres and cylinders, this is taken as the object width

at the soil—water interface.

A — Object cross-sectional area. For spheres and cylinders,

this is taken at the soil—water interface.

W3 — Buoyant weight of soil displaced by object (equal to

the buoyant unit weight of soil, 75, times the volume

of the portion of object embedded in soil, Vj).

W^, — Buoyant weight of object.

F^, — Breakout force carried by soil (equal to F^^J - Wj^ +W5).

Fq — Downward force carried by soil during waiting period

prior to breakout loading (equal to W^ - W^ - Fg^^).

D — Embedment depth (assumed equal to V^/A for spheres

and cylinders).

Sy — Vane shear strength of soil.

The rationale behind the use of Fj^ and F^ is discussed in the

ANALYSIS section. The value of soil vane shear strength is not given for

the field tests because, as will be seen later, the quantity F^ is a better mea-

sure of the in-situ undrained shear strength. Measurements of vane shear

strength at both sites were made, however, and these are listed in References •'"

6 and 7. The vane shear strength for the FY-68 laboratory tests is derived

from data presented in Reference 7. The vane shear strength is taken as 3.5

psf for embedment depths, D, less than 2 inches and equal to 5 psf for greater

embedment depths. For the FY-71 tests, vane shear strength was measured

with a hand vane at eight points in the test tank after each test. The results

were averaged according to the procedure outlined in Appendix A to yield

one characteristic vane strength for each test.

ANALYSIS

General

Breakout is a very complex soil mechanics problem. Two of the

features which make it so are:



1

.

When a net upward force is applied to an embedded object, and

the object does not breal< out immediately, the force must be balanced by

the development of tensile stresses in the underlying soil. Although most soils

are incapable of existing in a state of tension indefinitely, most cohesive soils

are capable of resisting tension for moderate to long periods of time, depend-

ing upon the soil permeability and the overall drainage conditions. Breakout,

therefore, is a distinctly time-dependent process; practically any net upward

force will dislodge a partially embedded object if enough time is allowed to

pass.

2. Breakout is strongly influenced by slight variations and inhomo-

geneities. For example, a single seam of sand connecting the bottom of a

partially embedded object with a source of free water could almost completely

eliminate the resistance of the soil to net upward forces on the object. Another

object in exactly the same situation without the sand seam might require a very

large breakout force or a long breakout time.

Breakout, therefore, is a complex time-dependent problem not unlike

the problem of predicting the time—settlement history of foundations. This

latter problem has been researched extensively, and it is still difficult to make

an accurate prediction. Considering that breakout is even more strongly influ-

enced by slight variations in soil properties and that considerably less research

has been directed towards understanding it, it is doubtful that a truly accurate

technique for predicting breakout force—breakout time characteristics can be

developed. With the amount of test data presently in existence, however, it

is possible to derive somewhat approximate techniques for making first-order

estimates.

In developing these approximate techniques, it is first necessary to

clearly separate the breakout problem into two subproblems: immediate

breakout and long-term breakout.

I mmediate breakout is defined in soil mechanics terms as breakout

under short-term, undrained loading conditions. Loading is so rapid that no

significant amount of water is allowed to flow into or through the underlying

soil. In practical terms, immediate breakout occurs when the upward load on

the embedded object is increased as rapidly as the available equipment will

permit until the object breaks free of the seafloor.

Long-term breakout is defined as breakout occurring under the

influence of a force less than the immediate breakout force. A certain amount

of time must pass before this smaller force will accomplish what the larger force

accomplished in very little time. Long-term breakout is of interest because

immediate breakout often requires a large amount of equipment to achieve.

It may often be more economical to apply a small force and wait for a period

of time (perhaps several hours or even a few days). In soil mechanics terms,

long-term breakout corresponds to partially drained or shear creep loading.



'^
It is important to note that for immediate breal<out the quantity

which must be predicted (the dependent variable) is the immediate breakout

force, whereas for long-term breakout the dependent variable is the breakout

time.

The analysis of the breakout problem will begin with the subproblem

of predicting the immediate breakout force.

Immediate Breakout

The immediate breakout of partially embedded objects from cohesive

soils has many elements in common with the short-term bearing capacity of

small footings. In the case of breakout, if water is not permitted to flow into

the space created below the object as it moves upward (as it will not if the

terms of the definition of immediate breakout apply), then the soil itself

must flow into the space. The shearing pattern of the soil flowing into the

space will be similar to the shearing pattern of soil flowing away from an

object penetrating the ground during a bearing capacity failure. A discussion

of the technical aspects of this analogy is presented in Appendix B. In this

appendix, it is concluded that a rough first approximation of the immediate

breakout force may be obtained with a bearing capacity equation of the form

^' = 5s(l.0 + 0.2|-Yl.0 + 0.2 |-) (1)

where Fi,^ = portion of immediate breakout line force carried by soil

—

hereafter referred to as the immediate breakout force

= Fei, - w, + W3

Fgit, = immediate breakout line force

S = .representative undrained shear strength of soil (assumed

equal to S^, the vane shear strength)

L = object length

Other terms are as defined previously. (See page 8.)

For practically all of the NCEL tests, the objects were so shaped that

B was equal to L.

For those objects. Equation 1 reduces to

10



Table 2 Test RbbuHs

...Se... ..,.„. Obieci Shape X'-T- tne^r —----- °- „7- Cross-S«lional

A,a,,Alft2|

Dtspiaced Soi Obieci Weigh!

Force, Fj^dbl
lFj„-w„tW,l Shear Sirehgih,

s.(,bm2,

Force Carried By Soil

During Waiting Perrod" B,ea.„o,.,™.

SanFrancKO 28 SDliere 720 _ 1 27 6 05 28 72 1,092 14,600 18.000 4.492 13.508 ,,

24 cylinder 6,120 - 1,76 4 50 79 31 4.200 21^00 24 200 7.200 17.000 6

54 cylinder 2.520 - 2 09 4 50 79 31 4580 2 1 ,200 26 000 9.780 - 16220 7

51 prism 2.520 - 2 26 4 00 61 60 4.380 22,200 24 600 6.780 _ 17.820 13

38 cube 4.080 - 3 00 6 16 37 95 3.480 20,000 30 300 13.780 - 16.520 21

42 cube 5.580 - 4 50 6 16 37 95 5.123 20.000 27 200 2.323 - 14B77 121

43 cube 5.760 - 4 83 6 16 37 95 5.498 20.000 25 300 10.798 - 14,502 71

50 cube 2.540 - 3 50 6 16 37 95 6364 20,000 22 500 6.484 16,016 365

36 prism 1.080 - 1 50 4 00 61 60 2.772 22.200 26 500 7.072 _ 19,428 > 130

37

pnsm
960 ~

2 00 4

00

61 60

3.234 22.200

22.200

27 600 8.634

18,504 > 190

53 prism 2,580 - 2 83 4 00 61 60 5,229 22.200 23 900 6529 _ 16571 > 250

14 sphere 1,020 - 1 94 6 36 31 90 1,857 14.600 16 000 3257 12.743 285

52 ZZl 1,4«

^

t.85 4 51 79

50

30

1,698

4,380

14.600

25

600

000 8^0
-

l6
8°0 135

33 cvlmder 1 260 - 209 4 51 79 30 1380 21.200 21 700 6.480 16 220 175

G„„„.Me..„ 3

cubl
''843

10 000 ^33 6 1*6
37 95 '47I 2o:Z

36

21

000

500

18.638

1579

-

'Itll 05
6 cube 422 2,000 66 6 16 37 95 951 20.000 26 000 6551 - 17.049 1 7

8 sphere 693 - 1 69 6 30 31 27 2,002 14.500 18 000 5.502 12.498 1 5

::;:

1,357

4,500

1,52 6

1 33 6

1 33 6i

30 52 1,759

1,569

;::i
21

500

000

9 259
': 13.026

8.626

7531

i'

Sphere 101° WO 088 5 51

27 54

2388
1,205

797

14.500

14.500

16

20

600

800 5 097

"

'\lTo3

3

prism 2,812 500 0,88 4 00 61 60 2,048 22200 26 000 5 848 - 19.652 3

cube 2365 - 75 6 16 37.94 1,081 20.000 26 000 7 081 - 18519 28

sphere 4,122 - 53 4 63 1683 339 14.600 17 000 2 839 - 14.161 142

sphere 126 -
1 59 6 02 28,60 1,731 14.500 16 500 3 731 - 12.769 148

sphere
^'^25

1 47 5

1 21 5

97

76

27 97
''628 '4:500

21 300 8 359

128

" 12341

13.872 > 5«
sphere 729 -

1 86 6 18 29 95 2.127 14,500 18 837 6 454 - 12.373 13

sphere 600 - 1 03 5 74 25.87 1.008 14,500 15 000 1 508 - 13592 :. 686

prism 36,000 - 62 4 00 61 60 1.451 22200 24 000 3 251 20.749 304

prism 632 - 33 4 00 61 60 772 22.200 23 200 1 772 - 2 1 .428 94

cube 2.867 - ' 00 6 16 37,94 1.442 20.000 22 000 3 442 18.55B 124

FV68,*o,a,„,v

36 12 "22 :
25 25

25

0625
0?88

1,582

1 582
"0 1 25

11 :
1°

37

cube

" - 010 25 0625

0625 156 1582 2'40 97 35

"

05
39 cube 15 - on 25 0625 0202 1 582 2 00 62 35 4 7

40 cube 16 013 25 " 0625 0,234 1 582 2 00 0.66 ^-' 67



Table 2- Conlinued

.»,.„. .„..o. Object Shape
t^lminl

Fj^llb]

ent Depth, Obiec

III) ^rr;sr
Displaced Soil

Buoyant Weight,

Wj lib)

Object Weight

Wj lib)
For"e,%tl'™i

ifsT-Wb*°»"°i Sliear Strength,

Sy {Ib/fi2|

During Wailing Pefiod*'

tbimml

(continued)

I
Cubj 'l5 ^

08 26 Hii

0,173 1,582

1,582

1,80 0,37

3.5

-
2V

t cube 830 c 18 25 0625 0,343 1,582 1,90 0,66 5.0 - 227

5 prism 11.480 _ c ,18 25 1250 0,686 3,164 3.80 1 32 5.0 - >11.460

7 cube 232 c ,25 25 0625 0,469 1,582 2,48 1,37 5.0 - 232

22 cube 1,027 c ,25 25 0625 0,469 1,582 2,18 1,07 5.0 - 38

Fv-71 isbo-atofv 1- 1 cube 1.215 39 C 10 25 0625 0,26 1 396 4,14 3.00 119 - 1,3

1 2 cube 720 ,39 08 25 0625 0,21 1,396 393 2 74 12 4 -
1 5

r 3 cube 831 39 10 25 0625 0,26 1 396 5,29 4 16 19 1
- 35

1 4 cube 2760 39 08 25 0625 0,21 1 396 701 5,82 24 6 - 3.3

I- 5 cube 1.350 ,22 10 25 0625 26 1 396 5,53 476 n 7 - 4.4

I- 6 cube ISO 39 13 25 0625 0,31 1,396 5 36 4 28 129 - 1,7

I- 7 cube 39 25 25 0625 63 1 396 6,20 5,42 8 3 - 34
I- 8 cube 1.450 .39 25 25 0,0625 0,63 1,396 8,87 7,10 25.0 _ 4,5

i- 9 cube 810 ,39 25 25 0625 0,63 1,396 10,66 9,87 20.8 - 2,8

110 cube 3990 ,39 13 25 0625 31 1 396 614 4,06 17 5 - 2 3m cube 150 39 13 25 0625 0,31 1 396 4,96 3,87 14.4 _ 1.8

1-12 cube 3500 06 17 50 2500 1 67 10 396 22 41 13,57 13.9 _ 2,5
1-13 cube 1,080 8 64 25 50 2500 250 10 396 25,29 17,39 12 1

_ 4,7
1-14 cube 1.020 9 69 12 50 2500 1 17 10 396 21 64 12 41 117 _ 1.8

M5 cube 160 9 57 08 50 2500 0,83 10 396 17,28 7,71 108 _ 15
1-16 cube 1.020 50 25 50 2500 250 10,396 34 48 27,58 20 6 _ 60
M7 cube 330 10 10 50 2500 0,96 10,396 2277 13,33 180 _ 1.0
1-18 cube 1.200 9 57 25 50 2500 250 10 396 32,83 24.93 227 _ 6.5
1-19 cube 1.020 19 53 25 75 5625 5,62 23230 4308 25-48 14 1 _ 9.0
1-20 cube 335 18 51 08 75 5625 1 87 23 230 42 12 20,76 130 _ 1 8
1-21 cube 225 57 38 75 5626 8 44 23 230 58 36 43,67 11,7 _ 1 8
1-22 cube 1,185 17 79 08 75 5625 1,87 23,230 6991 49,01 18.0 _ 0.9
1-23 cube 1.200 19 57 25 75 5625 5 62 23 230 7389 56,29 35 7 _ 4.5
1-24 cube 240 20 57 38 75 6625 23 230 79 32 64,53 23,2 _
1-26 cube 1.110 19 57 38 75 5625 8,44 23230 57,43 42.63 13,8 _ 21
1-26 cube 1.150 1 39 25 26 0625 0,03 1,396 6,28 5.51 13,3 _
1-27 cube 1.045 19 57 08 75 5625 1,87 23,230 37,92 16.57 21 4 _ 1.3
1-28 cube 255 20 57 08 76 5625 1,87 23230 35,63 14,27 12,7 _
1-29 cube 1^90 1 39 02 25 0025 0,05 1 396 2,16 _ 0,3
1-30 cube 1.080 10 57 02 50 2500 10396 1276 2 57 15,0 _ 0.5
1-32 cube 1.035 19 69 02 75 5626 0,47 23,230 26,63 3,86 _ 08
1-33 cube 1.155 6 36 02 50 2500 021 10,396 1316 21 3 _ 3,5
1-34 cube 270 19 58 02 75 5625 047 23,230 2673 3,97 25.1 _ 16
1-35 cube 255 1 39 02 25 0625 005 1,396 2,02 0,67 _
1-36 cube 985 23 17 00 75 5625 0,00 23230 24,75 13,3 _ 0,3
1-37 cube 360 9 67 00 50 2500 78 23.9 _
1-38 cube 330 1 28 00 25 0625 00 1 396 1 58 003
1-39 cube 330 2 57 38 50 2600 3 75 10396 ^0 70 17 1 1 8
1-40 cube 3900 ' 57 00 50 2500 10 395 11,82 "l« 26.5 -



Table 2. Continuec

Wa.nngT.me DisplacedSo.l Obiecl Weigh! Breakou, force So.l Vane

"«b-^\«'s-FCw'
Twi Se.i« Tfs l-Jo.' Obiect Shape "t'-r- Fg^llbl

If,) 'b ft) Area T(ft2^ ^"°^'"' Weight,

b) W^Mbl
Force. FCt,llbl "=Cb'*«b*^'

s''llb/T,?' ' "Xz:r

FV-71 labo.alo-v T

~~^

cube 3,800 19 53 25 75 5625 5 62 23.230 29,05 11,45 130 _ > 1,440

koniinuiidl T 2 cube 300 19.53 25 75 6625 5 62 23 230 23 66 16,05 13.2 - 153

4 cube 960 I 57 11 50 I 2500 2 50 lo Se
19

19

61

61

11.72

I4

-

55

5 cube 220 1 39 25 25 0625 63 1 396 3 89 3.22 14 - 138

6 cube 150 I 39 25 25 0625 63 1 396 3 89 3.22 14 _ 135

7 cube 180 7 57 25 50 2500 2 50 10 396 14 27 6.37 14 _ 1,173

8 cube 120 1 39 13 25 0625 31 1 396 3 21 2.23 13 - 65

9 cube 1.040 9 02 25 50 2500 2 50 10 396 25 61 16.71 24 - 12

10 cube 186 1 39 25 25 0625 63 1 396 5 49 4,72 23 4 - 413

11 cube 90 20 57 38 75 5625 8 88 23 230 37 36 22.57 13 - 401

12 cube 365 20 57 25 75 5625 5 62 23 230 42 96 25.36 22 8 - 104

13 cube 1,200 10 07 13 50 2500 1 24 10 396 14 20 4.97 22 - 462

Id cube 270 10 07 10 50 2500 96 10 396 13 78 4,35 14 1
- 6

15 cube 1,140 22 57 25 75 5625 5 62 23 230 28 40 10.79 22 9 - > 4.320

16 cube 990 9 57 17 50 2500 1 67 10 396 13 60 4,76 15 7 - 2.498

17 cube 1,365 9 57 15 50 2500 1 50 10 396 12 48 3,44 16 4 - 1,390

18 cube 1,035 1 39 08 25 0625 21 1 396 3 67 2.58 21 3 _ 11

19 cube 1.035 1 39 13 25 0625 31 1.396 1 96 0.98 13 2 _ 579

20 cube 1.365 20 57 38 75 5625 8 88 23 230 27 29 12.50 24 3 _ > 4.560

21 cube 1.070 1 39 08 25 0625 21 1 396 2 31 1.23 13 9 _ 507

22 cobe 1.050 1 31 13 25 0625 31 1 396 2 44 1.36 12 4 _ 275

23 cube 1.080 1 39 08 25 0625 21 1 396 3 62 2.44 13 - 3

24 cube 4.050 20 57 25 75 5625 5 62 23 230 38 73 21.13 16 1 - 240

25 cube 4.020 9 57 25 50 2500 2 50 10 396 22 26 14,35 23 8 - 129

26

cube

330
^9

57

38

50 2500 1 57 ?o 396 n Vo 'I'll 2^ ^

- 16,505

331

28 cube 300 1 39 13 25 0625 31 1 396 4 58 3.50 21 - 29

29 cube 990 9 57 17 50 2500 1 67 10 396 24 46 16,62 20 - 5

30 cube 270 1 39 08 25 0625 21 ! 396 20 4,02 18 5 - 1

31 cube 150 20 57 25 75 5625 5 62 23 230 54 76 37.16 19 1
- 5

32 cube 180 19 57 08 75 5625 1 87 23-230 32 54 11.19 14 4 - 1

33 cube 180 1 39 13 25 0625 31 1 396 3 91 2,83 18 2 - 50

34 cube 1.110 19 57 08 75 5625 1 87 23 230 28 76 7.41 12 8 - 18

35 cube 1,050 9 57 17 50 2500 1 67 10 396 19 86 11-02 20 - 8

36 cube 255 19 57 08 75 5625 1 87 23 230 35 48 14.13 16 9 - 3

37 cube 210 9 57 25 50 2500 2 50 10 396 17 80 9.90 14 9 - 221

38 cube 960 1 39 25 25 0625 63 1 396 10 31 9.54 20 7 - 3

39 cube 120 9 57 17 50 2500 1 67 10 396 14 56 5.72 18 _ 496

40 cube 90 1 39 25 25 0625 63 1 396 6 56 5.79 20 - 155

41 cube 195 9 57 08 50 2500 83 10 396 12 97 3.41 22 8 - 76

42 cube 270 9 57 02 50 2500 21 10 396 10 73 0,54 15 3 - 300

43 cube 165 1 26 02 25 0625 05 1 396 1 52 0.17 18 5 - 10

44 cube 1,020 1 43 02 25 0625 05 1 396 1 53 0.19 13 - > 4,392

45 cube 1,035 9 57 02 50 2500 21 10 396 10 92 0,73 21 - 222

46 cube 6,940 20 39 02 75 5625 47 23 230 80 1.03 23 8 - 8

6B cube 75 2 57 38 75 5625 8 88 23 230 4i 06 29.17 21 9 - 612

48 cube JIdO ^

57

31

38

25 25

2500 3

63

10 396

396
21

33 lie
15

21

'
> 1 178

50 cube 240 1 31 25 25 0625 63 1 396 d 33 3,56 21 - 3,657

^
cube 300 2 57 50 50 2500 5 00 10 396 76 21,36 21 9 - 16,112





This relationship summarizes the extent to which previous soil

mechanics research can be applied to the problem of breakout. To refine

the process of predicting immediate breakout forces still further, it is neces-

sary to resort to empirical breakout data. This was done by first selecting a

criterion for separating immediate breakout tests from long-term breakout

tests. For the field tests and the FY-69 laboratory tests, a breakout time of

10 minutes was set as the division between the two because this time was

required for load application. For the FY-71 tests, immediate and long-term

tests were conducted differently. The immediate breakout tests were per-

formed by increasing the line load until breakout occurred; whereas the

long-term breakout tests were performed by applying a line force equal

to some fraction of the estimated immediate force.

The data from the immediate breakout laboratory tests were correlated

by plotting the experimentally determined term, Fji^/AS, versus D/B, a tech-

nique suggested by the form of Equation 2. This plot is given by Figure 1

.

1 1 1 1
1

Equation2__

.- Tii^^anTcs relations!

-<3> (existing
5°'""^

i

t

;hip^

-• •

k*

• FY-71 laboratory tests

O FY-68 laboratory tests

Sy = vane shear strength

J I

0.4 0.6

Normalized Embedment Depth

0.8

D

Figure 1. Normalized immediate breakout force versus normalized embedment

depth— laboratory tests.
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A slightly different technique was followed for the field tests. It may

be explained by considering first that a relationship similar to Equation 2 holds

for the bearing capacity of partially embedded objects;^°

6 1.0 + 0.2 ^ (3)AS V B,

where P = maximum downward force the object is capable of supporting

before bearing capacity failure

This equation suggests an in-situ test for measuring the undrained

shear strength, S. If an estimate of the buoyant unit weight of the soil is

made and the geometry terms A, D, and B are known, the soil strength can

be determined by measuring the bearing capacity force, P.

The object placement phases of the NCEL field tests can be considered

as in-situ tests of this type. Very heavy objects were used, and considerable

object penetration occurred during each placement operation. It is indicated

that the soil bearing capacity was exceeded at the soil—water interface and

that the objects penetrated until the soil strength was adequate to support

the object weights. It can be assumed, therefore, that the bearing capacity,

P, is equal to the object buoyant weight, W,^, less any line force, Fg^, applied

during the waiting period.

Equation 3 can be rewritten as

AS \ B

^ = 6(1.0.0.2 f)
(4)

where F„ = Wk - Fp,., - W,

force carried by soil during waiting period prior to breakout

loading

The field test data were correlated by plotting the experimentally

determined term, F,jj/Fq, versus D/B. This plot is presented in Figure 2.
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o O San Francisco Bay field tests

B Gulf of Mexico field tests

1 1
1 1 1

Normalized Embedment Depth,—

Figure 2. Normalized immediate breal<out force versus normalized embedment

depth—field tests.

To present all of the immediate breakout data on one plot, it is

necessary to convert the breakout force terms for field and laboratory test-

ing into the same form. The form of the laboratory test force terms was altered

to that of the field test terms to achieve this objective. The quantity obtained

is identified as Fn,/Fq, with F^ equal to 6 AS [1.0 + 0.2(D/B)]. By referring

to Equation 4, it can be seen that F^ is quite similar to F^ although the method

used to determine it is different. A general plot of F^^/F^ and Fj^/Fq versus

D/B for all of the immediate breakout tests considered is presented in Figure 3.

By comparing Equations 2 and 4, it can be seen that Fji^/Fq or Fj^/Fq

would always equal 1 .0 if Equation 2 were strictly correct for breakout. How-

ever, as can be seen, there are significant deviations from 1 .0 for low values of

17



D/B. This deviation may be attributable to elastic deformations which are

ignored in the development of bearing capacity equations. When uplift forces

are applied to a partially embedded object, the soil—object system will begin

to deform upward elasticaily well before actual rupturing of the soil occurs.

If the object is shallowly embedded, these deformations alone might be enough

to allow the object to become detached. For deeper embedments, complete

rupturing of the soil would be required for breakout.

1

1 1

/
/

/
Q /

i exist

> 1 1 1

ng soil mechanics relationship

0.8 -

//
if

<o/ Gb

i/ «

/ • / :

y^-"""""''^

0.6 r / X • o -

' / ^

7 /

.f.on6^-"^^°'

0.4
"0

0.2
_l

O San Francisco Bay field tests

Q Gulf of Mexico field tests —

IJ'•/ O FY-68 laboratory tests

•• • FY-71 laboratory tests

00 '

1 1 1 1 1

0.4 0.6

Normalized Embedment Depth,

Figure 3. Normalized immediate breakout force versus normalized

embedment depth—field and laboratory tests.

The exact reason for the observed behavior is not important. What

is important is that all of the immediate breakout force data points appear to

fall within a band which can be represented by one equation and can thereby



provide a basis for accounting for time effects. It is significant that the data

are bounded by the upper limit, Fji^/F^ equal to 1 .0, and that a decrease in

normalized embedment depth results in a systematic decrease in the normal-

ized breakout force. The trend of the data suggests an exponential form; the

coefficients of the appropriate exponential equation were obtained through

trial and error in such a manner that the number of points outside the plus-

or-minus-50% band was minimized. The resulting empirical equation for

predicting the force required for immediate breakout is

T^ or -^ = 1.0 - 0.97e-2-^5(D/B) (5)

This equation is plotted in Figure 3 along with the lines of plus or

minus 50% of the predicted breakout force. This band includes 88% of the

data points.

A discussion of how to apply Equation 5 practically to predict the

required immediate breakout force is given in the SUGGESTED PROCEDURE
and SAMPLE PROBLEM sections.

Long-Term Breakout

Predicting the time required for extracting objects with a force less

than the immediate breakout force is somewhat more difficult than predicting

the immediate breakout force itself. Existing soil mechanics knowledge pro-

vides little information on the subject, and virtually no empirical data exist

other than the results of the NCEL tests. A further complication arises from

a general lack of knowledge as to the mechanism which leads to breakout under

long-term conditions. It is necessary, therefore, to resort to empirical data cor-

relation tempered with observational information on the mechanism to produce

a usable prediction technique. Along these lines, the long-term laboratory tests

of FY-71 were given first consideration because of their large number, the variety

of parameters considered, and the extent of control.

The qualitative characteristics of long-term breakout were determined

observationally and by measuring the upward object deflection as a function

of time after load application and the depths of the holes left by objects which

were broken out. The characteristics determined were:

1 . After the application of a line force, Fg^,, less than the estimated

immediate breakout line force, Fgi^. but greater than the object weight, a

somewhat rapid, upward object motion occurred over a period of about 5

minutes. This initial displacement appeared to vary directly with the force

applied relative to the estimated immediate force.
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2. Cracks, surrounding the object and extending out from the object

corners, formed during the initial displacement phase. The extent of cracking

appeared to vary with the relative force level.

3. The soil near the object moved upward and outward away from

the object. The soil farther away from the object moved downward. An

elevation view of an object immediately after the initial displacement phase

is shown below.

soil surface before

force application

4. After the initial displacement, the object moved upward very

slowly until finally becoming detached from the soil. Cracking became

more extensive as time progressed.

5. The depth of the hole left after breakout, relative to the initial

object embedment depth, varied inversely with the relative force level. In

fact, for immediate breakout there was virtually no hole; whereas for very

long-term breakout the hole depth approached the original embedment depth.

6. It is uncertain whether or not the object bottom usually became

detached from the soil before final breakout. The quantity resulting from

subtracting the initial embedment depth from the total upward object dis-

placement before breakout and adding the final hole depth might equal the

thickness of a water pocket beneath the object. However, this quantity might

also reflect downward elastic deformation after breakout or even erosion caused

by water rushing in behind the object during final breakout. This quantity

was usually small but greater than zero. In a few of the very long-term tests

(for example, 2 weeks), this quantity was virtually zero.

7. The upward displacement immediately preceding final breakout

varied directly with the relative force level.

On the basis of these qualitative characteristics, a few tentative

conclusions were drawn:
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1. The relative force level appears to be a significant quantity. It will

be identified in later sections as Fjj/Fit,, with F,^ equal to the portion of the

line force, Fg^,, carried by the soil (assumed equal to F^^^ - W^, + W^).

2. The complex process of crack formation and propagation appears

to play a major role in determining the breakout response. At least three soil

mechanics concepts could enter into this problem:

a. Undrained creep of the soil surrounding the object

b. Drained creep with water flowing into the soil

with time

c. Water flowing through the soil into an expanding

cavity beneath the object

Concepts (a) and (b) seem more probable, because they would lead

to an expansion of the crack system (as observed), whereas (c) probably would

not. An analysis of concepts (b) and (c) would lead to the conclusion that the

hydraulic gradient, p/D, is an important quantity (p is the gage pressure in the

pore water beneath the object and was assumed equal to Ft,/A). An analysis

of concept (a) would lead to the conclusion that the relative force level by

itself is the important quantity in effecting long-term breakout. The impor-

tance of these terms can be determined through empirical data correlation.

3. The object embedment depth appears to be very significant in

determining breakout.

The significant parameters which were varied among the tests included:

Original embedment depth of object, D

Width of object, B

Hydraulic gradient, p/D

Relative force level, F^/Fit,, with Fjt, estimated from Equation 5

The dependent variable of all of the long-term breakout tests was the

breakout time, t^,. It was felt that the most important independent variable

was the relative force level, F^/Fib. Therefore, the technique followed for

determining the best method for correlating data was to plot F^/Fi^, versus

t^, normalized by the geometry parameters D and B and the hydraulic gra-

dient p/D.

Several normalizing procedures were followed. The terms plotted

versus Fk/F.^ included:
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The last term, (pt^j/D^XB/D)^, produced the best correlation with

'^b^^ib
^"-"^ ^'^^ FY-71 laboratory tests. A plot of this relationship is presented

in Figure 4. The dimensions of this normalized time term are time-force per

length to the fourth power. This term can be nondimensionalized by multi-

plying by a permeability and dividing by the unit weight of water. Such a

nondimensional term can be rationalized as discussed in Appendix C.

The field and FY-68 laboratory test data were also plotted in the

form of Fj,/Fj|3 versus (pt^^/D^){B/D)^ , as shown in Figure 5. Here the corre-

lation is somewhat weaker and the points tend to lie to the left of the data

points for the FY-71 laboratory tests ( Figure 4). The shift in the data points

appears attributable to a variation in some time-related soil property (possibly

permeability) among the different soils tested. It is felt that if this property

were measured accurately it could be incorporated into the normalized time

term (as discussed in Appendix C) to improve the quality of the correlation.

The permeability of the FY-71 laboratory test soil was measured (0.9 x

10"^ cm/sec), as was the vertical permeability of core samples obtained at

the Gulf of Mexico test site (1.1 x 10"' cm/sec). The latter measurements,

however, are unrepresentative of the overall permeability characteristics of

that site because the horizontal permeability was not determined. Because

sand seams were observed in the cores, horizontal seepage would assuredly

dominate the long-term soil response. Therefore, a more accurate normali-

zation of the data is not possible at present.
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Indicates test discontinued

before occurrence of breakout

Dashed-line band represents

Equation 6 plus or minus one-

half log cycle of the normalized

time

Normalized Breakout Time, T =
P^b/BV

(log scale)

Figure 4. Relative force versus normalized breakout time—FY-71 long-term

laboratory tests.

It is felt, however, that the present conditions are sufficiently accurate

for estimating the order of nnagnitude of breakout time. The Gulf of Mexico

and San Francisco Bay soils are representative of typical deep-sea deposits, so

correlations based on these data can be extrapolated to other sites. The FY-71

laboratory data have a high enough correlation to provide a good indication of

the proper form of the breakout time relationship.

The procedure followed was to fit an equation to the FY-71 test data

accurately and then shift this equation slightly by altering one parameter to fit

the field test data. The test data suggested a log— log form; therefore, a rela-

tionship for the FY-71 data was determined to be

loQio -^ = -0.193(10910 T - 4.24) (6)

where T = (ptJD^) (B/D)^
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This relationship was obtained by trial and error to minimize the

points falling outside the band of the relationship plus or minus one-half log

cycle of T. Equation 6 is plotted in Figure 4 along with the band designating

plus or minus one-half log cycle of T. This band contains 70% of the data

points.

^ \l \
1 1 1 1 1

\o \ \ o
\ A \ O San Francisco Bay field tests

\ \ \

Q \ \
V \

H Gulf of Mexico field tests

_ \

\ \
\
\

O FY-68 laboratory tests ~

\
\
\

^ \ » » Indicates test discontinued

\
^ Y \
\ \ O
ON O' \ \

Q before breakout

Dashed-line band represents _
Equation 7 plus or minus

o \ \ \ one-half log cycle of

o \q\ Q^
\ normalized time^ G

<^|'\\ \

N
N
N

-^.

1 1

-B^

1 1 1 1

Normalized Breakout Time, T
P'b/BV

Hog scale)

Figure 5. Relative force versus normalized breakout time—long-term field

tests and FY-68 long-term laboratory tests.

By using Equation 6 as a guide, a similar relationship was developed

for the field test data:

loQio T~ = -0.193(10910 T - 3.84)
""lb

(7)

The same criterion was used to obtain this equation as was used for

Equation 6. Equation 7 is plotted in Figure 5 along with the band designating

plus or minus one-half log cycle of T. This band contains 53% of the data points.

Only 13% of the points fall to the right (unconservative) side of the band.
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Because it reflects the response of seafloor soils in situ, Equation 7 is

suggested for predicting the time required for the breakout of partially embed-

ded objects from cohesive seafloor soils in field operations. It is suggested

because it reflects the appropriate permeability conditions, has the form indi-

cated by the more rigorously controlled laboratory studies, and, in any case,

does not differ significantly from Equation 6. A more complete discussion of

how to apply it is included in the SUGGESTED PROCEDURE section.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

The procedure suggested for determining the effort required to achieve

unaided breakout of partially embedded objects is shown graphically by the

block diagram of Figure 6 and described by the following outline. The letter-

number designations included in the blocks refer to sections of the outline. It

is assumed that the object has been located and that its geometry is known or

can be measured.

A. Measure object geometry parameters A, B, and L; embedment

depth, D; and buoyant weight, W;,.

1

.

A is the horizontal cross-sectional area of the object at the

soil—water interface.

2. B is the least lateral dimension (width) at the soil—water

interface.

3. L is the largest lateral dimension (length) at the soil—water

interface.

4. D is the embedment depth. It is assumed equal to V^/A,

where V^ is the volume of that portion of the object embed-

ded beneath the soil—water interface.

B. Determine whether this is a partially embedded object.

1. Calculate D/B. If it is greater than 1 .0, embedment is not

considered partial; and anchor-type breakout equations

must be used.^-^

2. If D/B is less than or equal to 1 .0, the problem is considered

to be one of partial embedment and the relationships of this

report can be used.

C. Determine the general type of seafloor soil involved.

1 . This can be accomplished either observationally from a

submersible or by obtaining a disturbed, grab sample.
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2. If the soil is cohesionless (sand), breakout will not be a

problem. Breakout can be accomplished by applying a

line force equal to the buoyant weight of the object. A
short time may elapse before the object breaks free.

3. If the soil is cohesive (clay), the soil will provide at least

some resistance to breakout, as indicated by the relation-

ships of this report.

D. Estimate the buoyant unit weight of the soil, 75.

1

.

This can be obtained accurately from a bulk wet density

test on a core sample.

2. If core samples are not available, the buoyant unit weight

can be taken as 30 pcf , a typical value for seaf loor soils.

E. Determine, if possible, how the object became embedded.

1. If the object was sinking slowly (less than or equal to 2 fps)

when it collided with the seafloor, and the present relative

embedment depth, D/B is greater than 0.25, it is not neces-

sary to measure or estimate the soil strength. Instead, the

following procedure should be used:

a. Calculate Fq = W^ - W^, where W^ = 7^ V^.

b. Refer to Figure 3 (or insert D/B into Equation 5)

and obtain the quantity Fjj^/Fq.

c. Multiply F[(j/Fq by F^ to obtain F^^, the portion

of the immediate breakout force which will be car-

ried by the soil.

2. If the object penetrated the seafloor with a velocity greater

than 2 fps, or if the present relative embedment depth, D/B,

is less than 0.25, it is necessary to estimate the undrained

shear strength of the soil.

a. This can be accomplished by in-situ vane tests near

the object, laboratory vane tests on core samples, or,

if neither of these courses can be followed, by refer-

ence to Figure 7. This figure presents a typical

strength profile for a cohesive seafloor soil.

b. Once the shear strength profile is known, it is

necessary to select a representative shear strength.

This can be done by averaging the strength from a

sediment depth of to D + B.
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c. The average strength is identified as S.

d. Insert A, S, D, L, and B into the following

relationship and solve for F'

.

F; = 5AS(1.0 + 0.2 ~ 1.0 + 0.2 —

e. Insert D/B into Equation 5 (or refer to Figure 3)

and calculate fn^/F

f. Multiply Fit,/Fq by F^ to obtain Fj^,, the portion

of the immediate breakout force which will be car-

ried by the soil.

Undrained Shear Strength, S (psf)

100 200 300

Figure 7. Typical undrained shear

strength profile for

cohesive seafloor soils.

F. Calculate the line force required

for immediate breakout, Fgj^,.

Fgib = 1-5 Fib + W, - W3

A safety factor of 1 .5 on F^, is

included to allow for the scatter

of data in Figure 13.

G. Determine whether or not F£i(j

can be applied with the equip-

ment available. If it can, apply

Fgib and detach the object. If it

cannot, proceed with the follow-

ing steps.

H. Determine what line force can be

achieved and identify it as Fg^,.

I. Calculate F^ = Fg^ - W^, -^ W^

J. Calculate Fj^/Fji^, with Fj^, as

calculated in either step Elc or

step E2f.

K. Refer to Figure 5 (or Equation 7)

and obtain T.

L. Calculate the time required for

breakout, t^

= ^ (§/

where p = Fi^/A (foot/pound/

minute units must be used).
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After applying a safety factor of 2.0 to t^^, determine whether

the load Fg^, can be applied economically for this period of time.

1

.

If it can, apply Fg^, for X^^ minutes.

2. If it cannot, a system of breakout aids must be dfevised."^'^

SAMPLE PROBLEM

An example of an application of the suggested prediction procedure

follows. The step identifications are identical to those of the preceding sec-

tion.

Problem

A cylindrical object weighing 50,000 pounds in water is embedded

in the seaf loor. A grab sample indicates that the seafloor soil is a cohesive

material. A submersible visiting the site reports that the axis of the cylinder

is parallel to the seafloor and that the cylinder is embedded to its center. The

cylinder is 15 feet long and 6 feet in diameter. It has been determined that

the object was drifting downward very slowly when it collided with the sea-

floor. The effort required to detach the object is to be predicted.

= 15 X 6 = 90ft2

= 6 ft

= 15 ft

= TT X 32 X 15 X 0.5 = 212 ft3

= V3/A = 212/90 = 2.36 ft

= 50,000 lb

B. D/B = 0.393. Therefore, the object is partially embedded.

C. The soil is cohesive.

D. Assume 7^ = 30 pcf.

E. The object was sinking slowly and the relative embedment depth

is greater than 0.25. Therefore, the shear strength does not need

to be estimated.

30
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A. 1. A

2. B

3. L

4. Vs

D

W,



1. a. F^ = W, - W,

Wj = 7sVs = 30 X 212 = 6,360 1b

Wb = 50,000 1b

Fq = 50,000 - 6,360 = 43,640 lb

b. D/B = 0.393

from Figure 3 (or Equation 5)

Fib/Fq = 0-670

c. Fib = 0-670 X 43,640 = 29,240 lb

F- Fgib = F,t, + Wb - Wj = 29,240 + 50,000 - 6,360

= 72,880 lb

or, with a safety factor of 1 .5,

Fgjb = (1.5 X 29,240) + 50,000 - 6,360 = 87,500 1b

To ensure immediate breakout, a line force of 87,500 pounds

should be applied to the object.

G. It is determined that a force of 87,500 pounds cannot be applied

with the existing equipment.

H. A force of 60,000 pounds, however, can be applied. The amount

of time required for breakout with this force Is desired.

16,3601b

Fb = Fg, - W, + W,

Fcb = 60,000 lb

Fb = 60,000 - 50,000 + 6,360 =

Fb/Fib = 16,360/29,240 = 0.56

K. From Figure 5 (or Equation 7)

T = 1.41 X lO^db-min/ft^^l

Ik = TD^ /D^2

P \B,

fb ^ 16,360

A 90
1 82 psf

tu =
1.41 X 105 X (2.36)2 /2.36V „^ .^2

—:^] = 6.7 X 10-^ mm
182 \ 6 /

1.1 hr
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Application of a safety factor of 2 yields a design breakout time

of 22 hours. This might be a reasonable time to wait for breakout

to occur. If not, breakout aids should be applied.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1

.

Breakout of partially embedded objects from cohesive seat loor soils can

be divided into immediate and long-term breakout. Immediate breakout

involves rapidly increasing the upward force on an embedded object until

it becomes detached. Long-term breakout involves applying a force less than

the immediate breakout force and allowing time to pass. If embedment is

partial (embedment depth less than object width) breakout will eventually

occur under the influence of almost any net uplift force. However, much

time may be involved.

2. The immediate breakout force problem appears similar to the problem of

determining the bearing capacity of shallow footings. However, the basic equa-

tions must be modified somewhat to reflect differences between failure

mechanisms.

3. The techniques of this report are capable of predicting the immediate

breakout force (that is, that portion in addition to the object weight) within

plus or minus 50%. This is a suitable accuracy for a seafloor object retrieval

operation.

4. The breakout forces required for objects very shallowly embedded

(embedment depth less than one-tenth the object width) are almost negli-

gible.

5. No existing theoretical techniques appear applicable to the long-term

breakout problem. However, the empirical approach presented in this report

provides a means for predicting the breakout time within about plus or minus

100%. This is a reasonable accuracy for a time-dependent soil mechanics pro-

blem and appears adequate for the types of operations toward which this

approach will be applied.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1 . The procedures presented in this report should be used to predict the

immediate breakout force and the time required for breakout when a force

less than the immediate breakout force is applied.
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2. Although these procedures are approximate, additional research in the

area of partially embedded object breakout is not justified at present. The

accuracies achievable appear adequate for the sorts of operations toward

which these procedures will be applied. These accuracies are considerably

greater than those achievable for deeply embedded object breakout and

aided breakout.

3. Future research should be directed toward developing techniques, similar

to those of this report, for predicting the effort required for deeply embedded

object breakout and aided breakout.

4. Extensive small-scale model laboratory studies, supplemented by limited

field tests, appear to offer the most economical course for this research.
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Appendix A

FY-71 LABORATORY TESTS

GENERAL

Small-scale model immediate and long-term breakout tests were

performed in the NCEL Seafloor Soils Laboratory in FY-71 . The tests were

initiated specifically to investigate the breakout of objects of very shallow

embedment for application to the various NCEL programs which involve

bottom-sitting devices. In addition, however, a number of tests with some-

what greater embedment depths were performed in order to allow comparison

with earlier NCEL tests and to provide additional, well-controlled test data on

the general problem of partially embedded object breakout.

In all, about 90 tests were performed. Of these, 40 were classed as

immediate breakout tests, in which upward loads on embedded objects were

increased rapidly to breakout. The remainder were long-term breakout tests.

A fraction of the immediate force was applied and the time required for break-

out was measured.

EQUIPMENT

Simple experimental equipment was used so that a large number of

tests could be performed economically. The equipment consisted of two

55-gallon oil drums on which were mounted knife-edges for use as fulcrums

to levers. The levers were solid steel bars, 4 feet long, with mercury switches

mounted near their centers. The drums were partially filled with a cohesive

soil into which objects were embedded. Lines were attached from the objects

to the inner ends of the levers. At the other ends of the levers were placed

weight stands on which weights were added to provide the required upward

line forces to the embedded objects. The mercury switches were wired into

circuits containing electric clocks. When breakout occurred and the levers

deflected, the mercury switches opened, thereby stopping the clocks. It was

not necessary, therefore, to observe the tests continuously. A diagram of the

testing configuration is shown in Figure A-1

.

It was felt that the soil shear strength would become a critical parameter

during the data analysis phase. Therefore, special attention was given to devel-

oping a simple and accurate device for measuring the in-situ strength of the soil

within the drums. A hand-held device was developed which consisted of a 1 .4-

inch-diameter, 1 .4-inch-long, four-biaded vane mounted on a 24-inch aluminum
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shaft which was in turn connected to a torque screwdriver handle. The vane

size was selected so that typical soil strengths would fall within the midrange

of the torque dial. The shaft without the vane was tested to determine the

torque lost to shaft friction. The torque device was calibrated by applying

a known torque and connparing with the dial reading.

electric outlet

displacement
mercury

switch

_2_

L

test

object

weight
y"^ stand

knife-edge

support

H^
weights

~55-gallon drum

Figure A-1. Setup for FY-71 laboratory tests.

Vane tests were perfornned by pressing the vane to a particular

soil depth and then slowly twisting the handle until a constant reading was

obtained. To achieve as much consistency as possible, the same individual

performed all tests. A few core samples of the soil were obtained and sub-

jected to the more standard laboratory vane test. The results of these latter

tests compared favorably with the results of the tests with the hand-held vane.

Strengths were obtained according to the usual practice of assuming full mobi-

lization of strength over a cylindrical failure surface having a diameter equal to

the vane diameter and an altitude equal to the vane height. Mobilization of

strength along the ends of the cylinder was also assumed.
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The upward movement of objects during long-term breakout was

monitored with a simple deflection gage. The movement of the inner end

of the lever relative to the side of the 55-gallon drum was measured.

Three objects were used in the testing: a 3 x 3 x 3-inch block, a

6 X 6 X 6-inch block, and a 9 x 9 x 6-inch block. The blocks were concrete,

and their weights in seawater were; 1 .39, 10.39, and 23.23 pounds, respec-

tively. The 9 X 9 X 6-inch block was always embedded with the 9 x 9-inch

plane horizontal.

TEST SOIL

The soil tested was a marine, clayey silt obtained from a tidal flat at

Seal Beach Naval Weapons Station, California. The soil was oven-dried, bro-

ken into particles, and mixed with saltwater to obtain desired strengths. Some
of the soil index properties are given in Table A-1

.

Table A-1 . Properties of Typical Soil Sample— FY-71 Laboratory Tests

Property Value or Description

Bulk wet density (pcf) 104

Vane shear strength (psf) 10

Remolded strength (psf) 5

Sensitivity 2

Water content (%) 57

Specific gravity of solids 2.60

Void ratio 1.45

Liquid limit (%) 41

Plastic limit (%) 26

Plasticity index (%) 15

Sand (%) 10

Silt (%) 58

Clay {%) 32

Classification (Unified Soil Classification System) ML (slightly plastic clayey ilt)
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TEST PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

A list of the tests which would be performed was compiled before the

testing program was begun. It was decided that the parameters to be varied

would be the soil strength, S; the embedment depth, D; the object width, B;

and the relative breakout force, f^^/fn, (for the long-term tests). To be inves-

tigated were two soil strengths (10 and 20 psf), three object widths (3, 6, and

9 inches), and a variety of embedment depths (ranging between and 4.5 inches)

Relative force levels ranging between 0.2 and 1 .0 were also to be considered. A
list of the various permutations of these parameters was made and randomized.

Two tests with each permutation were eventually performed. A few additional

tests were performed when it appeared that data for a particular range of param-

eter values were lacking.

Each test was begun by thoroughly mixing the soil in one of the two

drums. Either additional dry soil or water was added until the desired shear

strength was obtained throughout the drum. The soil was then vibrated to

increase the degree of saturation. An object was placed to a predetermined

embedment depth and the soil smoothed about it. About 1 foot of water

was added to cover the soil and object, and the lever—weight-holder system

was rigged. Weights were added so that the weight of the object was supported

and virtually no force, positive or negative, was transmitted to the soil. This

condition was maintained for about 24 hours.

At the end of the waiting period, additional weights were placed on

the weight hanger. If the test was to be an immediate breakout test, weights

were placed until breakout occurred. For a long-term test, a predetermined

weight was placed on the holder, and the time required for breakout was

recorded with the electric-clock—mercury-switch system. The upward move-

ment of the object was measured as a function of time after load application.

After a test was completed, the water was drained from the drum,

and the characteristics of the hole left by the object were measured. The

shear strength of the soil was then measured at four different depths (1,4,

7, and 1 3 inches) beneath the hole center and at the same four depths at an

offset distance of 8 inches from the hole center. For use in analysis, these

were averaged as follows:

(a) With the 3 x 3 x 3-inch block, the strengths at depths of 1 and

4 inches and offset distances of and 8 inches from the hole center were

averaged to yield one shear strength, S.

(b) With the 6 X 6 X 6-inch and 9 x 9 x 6-inch blocks, the strengths at

depths of 1 , 4, and 7 inches at the two different offset distances were averaged.

The data from these tests are included in Table 2 of the main text of

this report.
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Appendix B

BEARING-CAPACITY ANALOGY

One of the classic problems considered in soil mechanics is the

determination of the bearing capacity of a shallow footing on an infinite

half-space. The bearing capacity is defined as the maximum downward load

which may be applied to the footing before the underlying soil is ruptured

along continuous failure surfaces in such a way as to create a failure mechanism.

This condition is also often referred to as a general shear failure or a state of

plastic equilibrium. The usual procedure used to analyze this situation has

been to construct a series of hypothetical failure surfaces, assign to each soil

element along the surfaces a shear stress equal to the soil strength, and solve

the resulting structure by statics to obtain the footing load. Theoretically,

if this were done for every imaginable series of surfaces, the bearing capacity

would correspond to the lowest footing load obtained. A substantial effort

has been directed toward finding appropriate failure surfaces and has led to

the development of several bearing-capacity equations. One of the most com-

mon of these is that developed by Prandtl for an infinitely long footing of

finite width; this equation is based on the failure pattern shown in Figure B-1 .^^

P = bearing capacity of footing per unit length

<p = friction angle of soil (in degrees)

B = width of footing

The log spiral is given by the equation

r, rQ, and 8 are defined in the diagram {d is measured in radians)

r^j is the length of one of the sides of the isosceles triangle

Figure B-1 . Cross section illustrating Prandtl's plastic equilibrium theory.
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It can be seen from Figure B-1 that the characteristics of Prandtl's

failure surfaces are strongly related to the soil friction angle. For short-term

loadings on fine-grained, low-permeability (cohesive) soils such as those usually

found on the seafloor, the assumption is often made that the apparent friction

angle is equal to zero. This is because the low soil permeability prevents signi-

ficant drainage and soil volume change during a short-term loading. Because

soil strength is primarily a function of relative volume (void ratio), there will

be little strength variation, and the soil friction angle, which is basically a mea-

sure of the change in strength corresponding to a change in stress, will appear

to be zero.''^ For a soil with zero friction angle, Prandtl's failure surfaces

reduce to those shown in Figure B-2.

Figure B-2. Prandtl's failure surfaces with = 0.

If it is assumed that the shear stresses along all of the failure surfaces

are identically equal to the undrained soil strength, S, this problem can be

solved by balancing moments to yield the equation

P = 2B!| + 1)5 = 5.MBS (B-1)

At this point, it should be noted that the failure surfaces of Figure B-2

are symmetric about the footing edges. Because the statics problem is solved

by balancing moments about these edges, it can be seen that the solution to

the problem shown in Figure B-3 is identical to that given for Figure B-2.

p

^ shearing resistance, S

Figure B-3. Prandtl's failure surfaces with upward loading.
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Figure B-3 represents a simple breakout problem involving the

following mechanism: an upward load per unit length, P, is applied to a

long, narrow footing. Because loading is rapid (immediate breakout), the

soil permeability is low, and there are no open passageways, water is pre-

vented from moving into the zone beneath the footing. Instead the soil

itself is forced to move into this zone and the flow pattern of the soil is

given by the Prandtl failure surfaces.

The situation involved in the NCEL breakout tests was somewhat

different from that given by Figure B-3. The objects were not long, narrow

footings but rather were cubes, spheres, and prisms; and they were partially

embedded in the subsoil. The downward short-term bearing capacity for

objects in this situation has been investigated by Skempton,^° who pre-

sented the equation

-^ = 5SM.0 + 0.2 |)(l-0 + 0.2 ^j + -^ {B-2)

where P = bearing capacity force

A = horizontal cross-sectional area of object

S = undrained shear strength of soil

D = depth of embedment

B = width of object

L = length of object

Vj = volume of object embedded in soil

7j.
= buoyant unit weight of soil

This equation is somewhat empirical; but it does reduce approxi-

mately to the solution of Prandtl's equation for a long, narrow footing with

zero embedment depth, and it has been shown to be applicable to actual field

situations. In view of the similarity between breakout and bearing capacity

as noted in the simpler Prandtl example, it is reasonable to assume that this

equation will also yield an approximate solution to the breakout problem for

these more complex circumstances. The comparison between the two is pro-

bably not exact for this case because of some distortion of the symmetric

failure surfaces and differences in elastic deformation patterns. However, an

equation of this sort can serve as a rough first approximation in estimating

the immediate breakout force.
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One difference between the two approaches should be corrected. In

Equation B-2, the last term, V^ yJA, represents a buoyancy effect; the deeper

an object is embedded, the greater will be the force required to cause a bear-

ing capacity failure because of the tendency of the surrounding soil to buoy

the object upward. In breakout, because this buoyancy effect will cause a

reduction in the required uplift force, the final term should be subtracted

rather than added. This effect may also be incorporated by including the

buoyancy effect in the breakout force term. The resulting breakout force

equation, as patterned after Skempton's bearing capacity equation, is

-^ = 5Sh.O + 0.2 IjM.O + 0.2 ^j (B-3)

where Fji^ = portion of immediate breakout line force, Fe,,^, carried by soil

= Fg,, - W, + W3

W,^ = buoyant weight of object

Wj = buoyant weight of soil displaced by object

= V 7
s 's

The limiting equilibrium problem could also be approached by

formulating the general equations of elasticity and plasticity numerically

and solving them on the computer. This has been done for the bearing

capacity of an unembedded strip footing, and the results obtained were

found to agree well with Prandtl's equation.'"'' The investigation was valu-

able in that it illustrated how plastic zones develop in soil before the bearing

capacity is reached. It did not, however, lead to the development of a new

bearing capacity equation.

The numerical approach has also been applied to the breakout

problem.^ Once again, the results of the computer program written for

the problem yield information on how plastic zones develop during shear.

However, in terms of predicting the required ultimate breakout force, there

is little difference between this approach and that summarized by Equation B-3.

In the sample problem included in Reference 6, the breakout force required to

extract a particular submarine from a specific seafloor site was predicted to be

91 ,000 pounds. By use of the same input parameters. Equation B-3 predicts

a breakout force of 86,500 pounds.

In comparing these results, it should be noted that the numerical

solution of Reference 6 required considerable computer time to process and

that the computer program required as input the soil elastic modulus and
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Poisson's ratio as well as undrained shear strength. Also, it should be noted

that in the sample problem of Reference 6, a Poisson's ratio of 0.4 was assumed

for the soil. A value of 0.5 would have been more appropriate for undrained,

short-term breakout so a significant portion of the difference between the two

predictions may be attributable to the Poisson's ratio assumption rather than

to any basic analytic discrepancies.

Considering the complexity of the breakout problem, particularly

with regard to time effects, there is little justification for undue sophistication

in formulating the initial limiting equilibrium relations. Modifications will have

to be made to any relationship to account for actual field effects. It is much

simpler to modify a relationship such as Equation B-3 than it is to modify an

involved numerical analysis.
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Appendix C

DISCUSSION OF FORM OF NORMALIZED TIME TERP

In developing a technique for predicting the time required for

long-term breakout, it was determined in the main text that a plot of the

relative breakout force, Fj^/Fji^, versus the breakout time normalized as

(ptjj/D^)(B/D)^, yielded the best correlation. It was then observed that

this normalized term could be nondimensionalized by multiplying it by k/7,

where k is the soil permeability in feet per minute and 7 is the unit weight of

water in pounds per cubic feet. The objective of this appendix is to illustrate

that a nondimensional term of this nature is not unreasonable from a soil

mechanics point of view.

It will first be assumed that the mechanism of long-term breakout is

the propagation of cracks down the side of the object. After the cracks have

propagated to some point close to the object bottom, water will rush into the

low-pressure zone beneath the object and breakout will occur. This assump-

tion agrees well with what was observed.

The growth of the cracks appears associated with the flow of water

either through the soil to the point at which the crack is growing or into the

soil itself. If the water flows into the soil itself, the soil strength is reduced

and the soil can flow more easily. Whatever the basic mechanism, one of the

important relationships describing the phenomenon will be Darcy's law for

flow through porous media. This empirical law can be written for plane flow

asi^

Q = kh(^) (C-1)

where = seepage rate per unit length (ft-^/min/ft)

k = soil permeability (ft/min)

h = total pressure head loss (ft) = Ap/7

Ap = total pressure loss (psf)

7 = unit weight of water (pcf)

Nf/Nj = flow net factor, related to geometry of problem
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For the breakout problem, the situation can be diagrammed as

-Cb

pore water gage

pressure, p

7^ >
bottom of object

before load application

where D = original embedment depth

D' = portion of depth over which soil is in contact with object

side after load application

B = object width

Fgb = line force on object

p = gage pressure in pore water beneath object (equal to total

pressure loss, Ap) = F^^/A

F^J
= force carried by soil = Fg[^ - W,^ + W^

Wjj = weight of object in water

Wj = submerged weight of soil displaced by object

A = cross-sectional area of object

Water flows under the influence of pressure, p, into the zone in which

the soil is still in contact with the object side. The average flow rate, Q, can

be written as a volume of water per unit length, V^^, flowing over the time

required for breakout, t^^.

Q =
V.

The volume of water per unit length which must flow before breakout

will occur is clearly proportional to the portion of embedment depth which is

in contact with the object side, D'. This volume is also proportional to some
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characteristic horizontal length which represents either the ultimate average

crack width or the width of the zone of soil influenced by water seeping into

it. This characteristic length may be proportional to D'. If so, that would

indicate that the deeper the object is embedded the greater will be the required

crack width or the greater the zone of influence with regard to the surrounding

soil. If this is assumed,

D'^

Equation C-1 can be rewritten as the relationship

The portion of the original embedment depth still in contact with the

object side, D', will vary inversely with the upward displacement which occurs

when the force is applied and directly with the original embedment depth, D.

The upward displacement was observed to vary directly with the relative force

applied, F^J/F^^J. Therefore,

F
D' oc Df,

where f ( )
= a functional relationship

Flow net factors, Nf/N^j, are characteristically related to nondimen-

sionalized geometry terms. One such term for this problem would be B/D.

Nf /b
= g

dN

where g{ ) = a functional relationship

Relationship C-2 can be rewritten and its terms reordered as

y "
'»^ K§)
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where j(-^— I
= function of r

—

"?7

Relationship C-3 has the same form as Equation 7 of the main text

and thereby lends additional reliability to it.
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NOMENCLATURE

A Cross-sectional area of object at soil—water

interface

B Width of object at soil—water interface

D Embedment depth of object before force

application (V^/A)

D' Portion of embedment depth along which

soil—object contact is maintained after force

application

F|j Portion of applied line force carried by soil

(Feb - Wb + W3)

Fjjj Portion of immediate breakout line force carried

by soil (Fgib - Wb + W3)

F£[j Upward line force applied to object to cause

breakout

Fgjb Upward line force applied to object to cause

immediate breakout

Fg^ Upward line force applied to object during waiting

period

F Downward force carried by soil during waiting period

(Wjj + Wg - Fg^^) (for cases in which bearing capacity

is exceeded during object placement)

F' Bearing capacity force soil is capable of maintain-

ing [6AS(1.0 + 0.2 D/B)(1.0 + 0.2 B/L)]

h Hydraulic head difference between top and bottom

of object (p/7) (length)

k Permeability of soil (length/time)

L Length of object



Nf/N(j Dimensionless flow net factor

P Bearing capacity force

p Gage pressure in pore water beneath object (F|j/A)

Q Rate of water flow into zone below object (per

unit length) (length^/time/length)

r, 6, Tq Parameters of log spiral in solution to Prandtl's

equation

S Undrained shear strength of soil (force/length^)

S,, Vane shear strength of soil (assumed equal to S)

(force/length )

Normalized breakout time

Time required for breakout

Ptb/B\2

d2 W
time-force

length''

t,^ Waiting time after object placement and before

application of Fgi^ or Fgjjj

Vj Volume of soil displaced by object

y^ Volume of water per unit length

W[j Weight of object in water

Wg Buoyant weight of soil displaced by object

f( ), g( ), j( ) Functional relationships

Ap Total pressure loss (force/length )

7 Unit weight of seawater

7^ Buoyant unit weight of soil

(p Friction angle of soil
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The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory has conducted field and laboratory tests to

investigate the effort required to remove partially embedded objects from cohesive seafloor soils.

This work is intended to aid in proper selection of elements for Navy salvage and rescue operations.

This report presents the results of the tests and an analysis of the results. Procedures are given for

use by field engineers in predicting forces required to remove objects immediately and in estimating

times required when lesser forces are applied. The accuracy of the force prediction procedure is

about plus or minus 50%; the accuracy of the time prediction procedure is about plus or minus 100%.

These accuracies are comparable to those usually attainable with other time-dependent soil mechanics

problems and should be acceptable for typical object retrieval operations.
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